Running Away to Join the Global Circus
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ACT 1: (by Christopher L. Brown)

It’s a nice sales pitch, especially when you
know Matthew Weiner is the person behind the

The phone call from the producer: “Can I buy you

endeavor. I learned working as an Art Director on

breakfast at The Waffle?”

Mad Men that the words are going to be good, the
characters would have a point of view and that

“I can’t tell you anything about the story, actually

the ride would not be boring. The project would

I can’t tell you anything about the eight stories…

be an anthology, the through line, the leitmotif,

except that each one is in a different city, across a

would be a belief by at least one of the characters

variety of continents with a different cast…”

in the episode, that they were descended from
Russian royalty.
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The Good News: I am not in it alone, there will be

a day of scouting, while I head out into the night

two creative teams, and Henry Dunn is onboard

to find a meal after a whirlwind 24-hour scouting

to design the other side of the project. The Bad

trip from Boston to Amsterdam, to Bremerhaven

News: I will be both dropping into various distant

to Hamburg to Paris to discuss cruise ship options

locations and sourcing local talent…the show

with the director for an episode that will shoot

will not be travelling or carrying a consistent/

five months later, and the second, on a fall

constant Art Department.

afternoon in a converted warehouse/production
office/Art Department in Toronto, Ontario, where

The Reality: I will only see my alter ego twice…

I will be looking for the midwestern USA and he is

first in an elevator in Paris as he heads to his

hoping to find New York City.

hotel room looking slightly worse for wear after

A. A ROMANOFF FAMILY
REUNION ABOARD A
CRUISE SHIP FROM “THE
ROYAL WE.”
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ACT 2: The Global Circus-Small Core/Local Teams

spread out across multiple time zones…Henry

(by Christopher L. Brown)

and I were hop-scotching each other to find the
worlds of the shows...put together a new team in

The Romanoffs is a series unlike any other, more an

each port...Skype/call/email and pitch concepts

exercise in creating eight completely independent

and solutions to a director shooting a different

stand-alone movies in eight different locations

script in another time zone…who would soon be

with eight different crews. Each episode had to be

landing to scout/shot list/and go to camera on

addressed on its own merits. The trick therefore is

the next story...all in an average of seven weeks.

to forget everything about the other episodes and

The race was on to make sure things would be in

concentrate strictly on the look of the one at hand.

place before the travelling party, weary from long
days and nights in a different part of the world,

A. A MAP SHOWING
LOCATIONS EITHER SHOT
OR SCOUTED BY DUNN
AND BROWN.
B. & C. ANUSHKA’S
APARTMENT FROM “THE
VIOLET HOUR.”

B

Producers Kathy Ciric and Blake McCormick put a

would land and assess how much of what had been

plan together that allowed each of us opportunity

prepared was going to hold.

to scout and prep across multiple episodes
Henry took on the first two episodes in the

concurrently.

production sequence: both set in Europe. When
Matthew was going to direct all the episodes,

production started overseas, I headed north of the

and Chris Manley would be the singular director

border to Greater Toronto where portions of the

of photography. This limited the real-time

next two that would shoot.

opportunity for collaboration, as often people were
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(by Henry Dunn)

apartments. For Slattery, it was an overstuffed

The New York episode tells a story of one long

rambling book filled apartment found on 11th Street

day in the life of a well-off woman in her fifties in

and Fifth Avenue. Peet’s apartment was a townhouse

Park Slope Brooklyn. Naturally, as with so many

in Brooklyn Heights, cool, spare and minimal while

New York movies, scouting started in Toronto. The

showing the inner strength of her character. Both

high point for me was actually having a moment

places were tours de force by set decorator Ellen

to connect with Chris Brown in our shared office to

Christiansen, catching in quick sketches the essence

compare notes and share stories. With a minimum

of the two characters through the dressing.

G. LOCATION OVERVIEW
OF THE JURY ROOM
FROM “THE ROYAL WE.”

of preproduction, the crew shot
four days of quick but good-

JURY BUILDING 1 - MISSISSAUGA LIVING ARTS CENTER

looking pieces in Toronto while
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Sc. 8 | INT. JURY WAITING ROOM - DAY

scouting and prepping New York.

Jury Assembly “1A”
Mississauga Living Arts
Center

The New York shoot featured a
series of highly recognizable places.

Assembly Room is
upper floor (3rd) and
presents as a bit large to
match the courthouse,
but columns and folding
center dividing the
partition offer ability to
close it down a bit, and
some flexibility in terms
of sun direction and
windows.

The Russian Tea Room, Bergdorf
Goodman’s café and shopping
floor, Madison Square and the
Flatiron building and my favorite,
the legendary Strand Bookstore

Views out windows
have issues. Most
directions present larger
buildings that we would
not be seeing in small
city/large town Ohio.

were all heavily featured.
The truly fun part of this episode
was creating the worlds of John
Slattery’s and Amanda Peet’s
G
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properties in Pasadena that would combine to

(by Henry Dunn)

play as the residence for the Ford family. The split

Mexico City! It is hard to know where to start with

between properties became the divide between

the Mexico City episode. Matthew’s script was an

public and private spaces in the home. Set decorator

ambitious portrait of all the levels of the city from

Amber Haley hit all the right notes, layering in the

poverty and desperation, to a small struggling

realities of life with teenagers on top of showpiece

newspaper, to the super wealthy. At the same

architectural style.

time, he wanted to layer in the historical/mythical
Mexico City as portrayed in Diego Rivera’s

Relocation to Los Angeles was a chance to work

magnificent murals in the Palacio Nacional that

again with several frequent Art Department

depict the history of Mexico from pre-Columbian

collaborators. Erin Magill (Art Director), Camille

times through to the middle of the twentieth

Bratkowski (Set Designer) and Ellen Freund

century.

(property master) all Mad Men alumnae, and Dustin
Neiderman (Graphic Designer) all found time to

It is hard to do anything but get out of the way

make this installment a more familiar process.

when you are shooting at locations like the
Zocalo Square, the interior of the 500-year-old

J. & K. DIGITAL
RENDERING OF THE
DOCTOR’S OFFICE IN
“PANORAMA.”
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Other slices of life in
Mexico City included
the bar where the two
reporters go to drink. It
was a cantina that had
been open for well over
one hundred years
and it was tweaked
and exaggerated into
what was wanted.
There was the main
floor bullpen of the
newspaper, and the
small but important
apartment of the hero

A

of the story, dressed
with layers of the

A. SPECIAL EFFECTS SNOW
BEING LAID DOWN FOR
“END OF THE LINE.”

Cathedral of Mexico City, the Pyramid of the Sun at

character’s sketches and written musings about

Teotihuacan, the magnificent art deco lobby of the

life and love.

B. ORPHANAGE EXTERIOR
FROM “END OF THE LINE.”
PRODUCTION STILL.

in the Palacio Nacional. Kinema, the fantastic local

There were a lot of little touches I enjoyed

production company was, through months of hard

designing into the sets. A mural for the

work and negotiation, able to get into spaces that

newspaper offices was needed, and I chose an

C. CREW DRESSING THE
COURTROOM FROM “END
OF THE LINE.”

had previously been completely off limits.

image of Mexico City seen from above, as though

Grand Hotel de Mexico and the murals themselves

the newspaper thought of itself as a protective

D. GROUND PLAN FOR THE
ORPHANAGE FROM “END
OF THE LINE.”
E. SET PHOTO OF THE
ORPHANAGE FROM “END
OF THE LINE.”
F. SKETCHUP MODEL VIEWS
OF THE HOTEL ROOM SET
FROM “END OF THE LINE.”

The real design work came in with the super high-

god looking down on the city. As with the other

end medical complex that was retrofitted into a large

countries, the crew in Mexico City was top notch.

hacienda outside Mexico City. Slick high-tech medical

Roberto Bonelli was the incredible Art Director

technology and computers were combined with dark

and Jorge Barba the genius of the decorating

comfortable traditional Mexican furnishings. The end

department, and it is worth mentioning that the

result worked very well. Religious oil paintings were

astounding array of props created and curated by

set alongside MRI scanners. The doctor’s examining

Diego Suarez who, along with brilliant costume

room was a complete encapsulation of the episode:

designer Wendy Chuck, brought the Rivera

Mexican history juxtaposed against a twenty-first

murals to life. It was a pleasure to work there.

century future.

B
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A. THE HOSPITAL WARD
FROM “THE ONE THAT
HOLDS EVERYTHING.”

ACT 6 & 7: London & Hong Kong (by Henry Dunn)
The last of the episodes I designed took place in

order while the crew was shooting in the same

B. PRODUCTION STILL OF
THE BURROW’S HOUSE
FROM “THE ONE THAT
HOLDS EVERYTHING.”

London and Hong Kong. The time span that the

location. In this (and every other aspect), Jo Ridler

episode covered was from 1961 through to present

was priceless as the on-set Art Director.

realistic setting for a thriller. All of the settings

The biggest set of the entire series was the train

C. TRAIN SET UNDER
CONSTRUCTION FROM
“THE ONE THAT HOLDS
EVERYTHING.”

from the London houses of the early and mid-’60s

built for the episode. It was meant to mimic the

to a bachelor pad in 1980s Hong Kong, had to be

Eurostar train that goes between London and

spot-on in order to keep the story crackling along.

Paris. Logistical reasons prevented shooting the

D. & E. TRAIN SET FROM
“THE ONE THAT HOLDS
EVERYTHING.”

An additional challenge was that one of the

all of these locations, all of the modifications and

houses in London needed to transition from

redressing, it was great fun to finally build a good

1963 until 1987. Time changes were told through

old-fashioned set on a real soundstage with all the

redecorating, significant but subtle changes like

bells and whistles.

the wallpaper and the furniture, the stereo and
television all had to be implemented in very short

day. The shift this time was to create a very

real thing so it was created on stage. At the end of

There is not a lot left of period 1980s Hong Kong,
so it was necessary to be highly selective about the
shots. Director of photography Chris Manley came
up with some wonderful angles to best capture
the city without giving away the period. The
biggest set was the trading floor that was created
in an empty space on the twenty-third story of
a building in central Hong Kong. Sixty matching
1985 desktop computer trading stations had to be
found. They were eventually tracked down on the
mainland but they all had to be painted, as they
had yellowed with age.
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Christopher L. Brown,
Henry Dunn,
Production Designers
Roberto Bonelli, Chi Ho,
Michelle Lannon, Erin Magill,
Jonnie Mead, Vlad Roseanu,
Maki Takenouchi, Ed Turner,
Frantisek Weber,
Thierry Zemmour,
Art Directors
Camille Bratkowski,
Diego Delgado, Constantine
Katsaras, Itsuko Korono, Tomas
Kratochvila, Karen Lau,
Carmen Ratoi, Jeff Smith,
Set Designers
Adam Brustein, Jannick Guillou,
Shaun Mitcheson,
Dustin Neiderman, Moby Pahwa,
Andrei-Florian Popa,
Bara Sandberg, Sophie Ward,
Graphic Artists
Jorge Barba, Faye Brothers,
Ellen Christiansen, Mark Dane,
Carmen Dima, Amber Haley,
Nigel Hutchins, Petr Marek,
Evelyne Tissandier,
Set Decorators
F

In London, Ed Turner was fantastic as the

ACT 8: Fin

Supervising Art Director, and Faye Brothers was
indispensable and brilliant as the decorator.

A unique experience, tiring and exhilarating, The

In Hong Kong, Chi Ho was a one-man show as

Romanoffs offered a global challenge and delivered

Art Director and decorator all in one. He was

a design experience for both of us that we will

brilliant.

never forget. ADG

G

F. HONG KONG PIER FROM
“THE ONE THAT HOLDS
EVERYTHING.”
G. HONG KONG STREET
SCENE FROM “THE ONE
THAT HOLDS EVERYTHING.”

